We report the room temperature tuning of excitonic lifetime in pristine and hole-doped monolayer MoS 2 based field effect transistor (FET) devices by systematically controlling the free carrier density. We observed that in pristine MoS 2 devices, with intrinsic electron doping, an exciton dominant regime with an exciton lifetime of 3 ns exists, when doped electrostatically with holes. Interestingly we observe a sharp decrease in exciton lifetime and population with an increase of the electron density by electrostatic doping, with a corresponding increase in negative trion population. With increased hole doping by a chemical method, the exciton lifetime decreases, but it remains almost constant with electrostatic carrier density tuning. This decrease in lifetime, compared to that of the pristine case, might be due to the exciton−exciton annihilation mechanism which is proposed to be existent in a high exciton density regime. Further hole doping by a chemical method leads to a transition to a positive trion dominated regime, in which the exciton lifetime decreases further due to nonradiative energy transfer to the positive trions. We observe a slight increase in exciton lifetime due to partial neutralization of positive trions at high electrostatic electron doping and a corresponding increase in the probability of excitons. We suggest that when calculating the lifetime of excitons, the exciton-to-trions formation and exciton− exciton annihilation mechanisms should be considered. These fine-tunings of excitons in monolayer MoS 2 can provide a platform for probing the excitonic physics and photonic applications.
■ INTRODUCTION
Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) are known to have several interesting optical and electronic properties, including a transition from indirect to direct bandgap when exfoliated from a few layers to a single layer. 1−10 These materials have potential application in optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors and lightemitting diodes (LED) etc. 11, 12 As a result of this reduced dimension of monolayer (thickness 6 Å) and dielectric screening, the binding energy of various quasiparticles such as excitons and trions can be significantly higher than their bulk counterparts. For example in molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ), a widely studied TMDC, the binding energy for exciton and trion are reported to be ∼600 meV and ∼40 meV, respectively. 13−18 This implies that these quasiparticles are stable even at room temperature, and it becomes convenient to study their dynamics at higher temperatures. The understanding and control of the lifetime of the quasiparticles in these materials is important from both a fundamental and applied physics approach.
Despite several efforts in this direction the dynamics of these quasiparticles are not well understood. While detailed theoretical models have been published recently to study the temperature and free carrier density dependence of exciton and trion dynamics, 20−24 no systematic experimental study exists, to the best of our knowledge. This is partly because in real devices, excitons, trions, and free carriers usually coexist, leading to difficulties in understanding the inherent dynamics of individual quasiparticles. Moreover, the properties are significantly dependent on the unavoidable intrinsic defects and contamination during exfoliation and subsequent device fabrication. 25 This further complicates the interpretation of experimental results with theory. A theoretical calculation shows that the lifetime of excitons increases with increasing the doping at all temperatures. 20 However, these calculations estimate the lifetime of excitons or trions only in the presence of free carriers and neglect the simultaneous presence of either trions or excitons, respectively, in the system.
It was shown that positive and negative trions show a similar photoluminescence intensity profile with carrier density (n e ) at low temperature. 15 The carrier density dependency of optical properties is of particular interest in these 2D materials; however, the electrical way of tuning n e by using the standard field effect transistor (FET) configuration restricts the tunability range. This limitation constrains the study of both positive and negative trions at room temperature. Along with FET the chemical doping is identified to be an alternative, efficient, and suitable technique to amend the carrier density of the monolayer materials, including graphene. 26, 27 Recently it was shown that the nonradiative channels can be suppressed by applying gate voltage. In addition when the quantum yield (QY) is near unity, it is possible to demonstrate exciton and positive as well as negative trion recombination simply by measuring the QY. 19 Laser power dependence can also alter the exciton−trion ratio by altering the exciton density. However, the possibility to alter free carrier density is not possible with such purely optical methods. On the other hand optical studies on FET devices allow the possibility to vary the free carrier density (both electrons or holes) for a given density of excitons which can be further tuned through appropriate chemical doping. Thus, such optoelectronic measurements allow for more detailed study of quasiparticle excitation dynamics due to alteration of the free carrier density. In general for samples in which QY is lower detailed analysis of PL lifetime along with steady state PL spectroscopy is necessary to obtain a comprehensive picture of exciton−trion interplay. More importantly, details of the dynamics of excitons and trions or of the recombination processes including nonradiative channels such as exciton to trion formation and exciton−exciton annihilation due to alteration of free carrier density through electrostatic doping in an FET device can only be explored with a combination of time-resolved and steady state PL spectroscopy.
In this manuscript, we report a transition between quasiparticle states using time-resolved (TRPL) and steady state PL spectroscopy by tuning the carrier density of MoS 2 monolayer in a FET configuration. Chemical doping along with electrostatic doping through back gate voltage variation in the FET device allows us to tune the free carrier and quasiparticle density. Electrostatic doping for a given level of chemical doping helps us to reach the predominantly neutral exciton, negative trion, and positive trion regimes. This combination is advantageous over the individual electrical or chemical method of controlling the exciton population as it can tune the free carrier density over a much broader regime. Our results show a decrease in exciton lifetime with an increase of the doping, which is opposite to the trend suggested in recent theoretical results. We show that the presence of an exciton-totrion conversion channel can significantly influence the exciton lifetime. Present theoretical calculations ignore this exciton-totrion formation process in estimations of the influence of free carriers on exciton and trion lifetime. We suggest that while calculating the lifetime of excitons or trions, the exciton-totrion formation and exciton−exciton annihilation mechanisms probably need to be considered for more accurate estimates of quasiparticle carrier dynamics.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION MoS 2 monolayer flakes were prepared by using a standard exfoliation technique on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheets and then transferred on prepatterned contact pads on a 300 nm SiO 2 substrate to make a FET for back gate configuration as shown in Figure 1a . Optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy were used to identify the monolayers. Figure 1b shows the Raman shift of the monolayer, with the inset showing the optical image of the device. PL spectra were collected using the Horiba (LabRam model) instrument, using 532 nm continuous wave (CW) laser to excite the sample, keeping the laser power at ∼5 μW. Signals were collected using a charge coupled device (CCD). The 300 g/mm grating and 1800 g/mm grating were used to collect the PL and the Raman spectra, respectively. TRPL spectra were collected using PicoQuant MicroTime 200 system. The temporal resolution of the system was 25 ps. A 507 nm laser with 40 MHz repetition rate was used to excite the sample keeping the power at ∼5 μW. A 50× (Olympus NA-0.45) objective was used collect both PL and TRPL data. Keithly (model 2400) source meters were used to apply back gate voltage and to measure channel current. Chemical hole doping was done by following ACS Applied Nano Materials www.acsanm.org Article the work of Mouri et al. 26 Hole doping via the chemical method was achieved by drop casting 0.04 μmol/mL dopant solution of TCNQ on pristine MoS 2 . This step was repeated multiple times to achieve higher doping of the pristine MoS 2 .
The emission spectra of monolayer MoS 2 consists of two peaks at around 1.88 eV (A exciton) and 2.0 eV (B exciton), which are related to the direct bandgap transition at K (K′) point with the energy difference between the A and B peaks corresponding to the valence band splitting due to the strong spin orbital. 28−30 Figure 2a−c represents the PL spectra of the pristine and various chemically hole dopant MoS 2 FET at different gate voltages. The PL spectra were fitted with Lorentzian curves, using eq 1. The exciton peak is denoted by X 0 and the trion peak is denoted by X, X can be negative or positive depending on the doping condition. The exciton and trion peak characteristic values such as intensity, energy, etc. were extracted from these fits. The Lorentzian equation used for the fittings can be written as 
where I exciton , E ex , and W ex are the intensity, the energy position, and the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of A exciton, respectively. I trion , E tr and W tr are the intensity, the energy position, and the fwhm of trion, respectively. I Bex , E Bex and W Bex are the intensity, the energy position and the fwhm of B exciton, respectively. Detail fitting is available in section 4 of Supporting Information (SI). Figure 2a shows the PL spectra of pristine MoS 2 . In this case, it is observed that the trion PL intensity is affected much less by doping done by applying back gate voltage V g (changing the carrier density n e ), whereas the exciton PL intensity is relatively more sensitive to the n e . With the increase in V g , both the intensity of exciton and the total PL decreases. As we increase V g to positive, the electron density increases, which will increase the probability of negative trion formation from excitons which will lead to a decrease in the intensity of excitons. Figure 2b shows the PL spectra of medium-holedoped MoS 2 . In this case, it is observed that the total PL intensity is higher than that of the pristine. This enhancement is due to the suppression of negative trions by chemical doping. With the high-hole-doped by chemical treatment case we observe the PL intensity to drop considerably. We observe a very less gating sensitive PL spectra (Figure 2c ), similar to the observation of a PL less sensitive to gating or reduction in exciton density in the liquid top gate configuration reported for the high-hole-doped case. 31 Further details of PL intensity is available in section 4 of the SI. Figure 2d shows the V g dependent amplitude ratio of exciton to the trion peak I exciton /I trion of MoS 2 at different chemical doped regimes. In the pristine case, I exciton /I trion decreases monotonically with the increase in gate voltage toward the positive direction. This phenomenon can be explained by considering the well-known fact that the as prepared MoS 2 is n doped, due to the presence of unavoidable defects or substrate unintentional doping. 32, 33 In such cases, the exciton at higher ACS Applied Nano Materials www.acsanm.org Article positive V g would bind with excess electrons to form negative trions, and that effectively decreases the density of exciton and an increase in the density of negative trion. In the mediumhole-doped case I exciton /I trion is higher than that in the pristine case. Tthis is because the chemical treatment will reduce the electrons in the system which will decrease the negative trion density and increase the exciton density in the system. In the high-hole-doped regime, we observe that I exciton /I trion is less than that of pristine and medium-hole-doped cases, and we did not observe a significant change of the I exciton /I trion with V g . This decrease in the ratio occurs because, when the excess electrons are taken out from the system, the system is approaching the hole dominating regime. In that case, the exciton will bind with the holes and form positive trions, which decreases the density of excitons and increases the density of the positive trions. The gate dependent measurements along with the chemical doping technique explicitly demonstrate the electrical and chemical way to control exciton species in MoS 2 . The conversion from exciton to trion can be represented as e(h) + X 0 → X, where e and h indicate an electron or a hole, respectively, X 0 indicates an exciton, and X indicates negative or positive trions. In the pristine case, V g is positive favoring negative trions to form, and in this regime X takes a negative sign. In the medium-hole-doped case neither the electron density nor hole density is high enough to favor more negative or positive trions formation. In the highly chemical doped case, as V g decreases more holes are injected into the sample, and X 0 starts converting into a positive trion to form a positive trion gas with X taking a positive sign. The carrier density n e was estimated to be 1.0 × 10 12 cm −2 , 7.4 × 10 11 cm −2 , and 2.4 × 10 11 cm −2 for pristine, medium-hole-doped, and high-holedoped cases, respectively. The details of the carrier density calculation and resistance v/s gate voltage measurements are available in section 5 of the SI.
To study the dynamics of the quasiparticles and the interplay of excitons, trions, and free carrier density and their respective decay dynamics, the TRPL data of the monolayer MoS 2 were studied. Figure 3 
where A exciton and τ ex are the amplitude and the lifetime of excitons, respectively. A trion and τ tr are the amplitude and the lifetime of trions, respectively. Figure 3a shows the decay profiles of the PL emission of the intrinsic monolayer MoS 2 at different gate voltages. When the negative gate voltage is applied to the pristine monolayer MoS 2 FET, the TRPL intensity shows two exponential decays with time, one with longer lifetime, and the other one with a shorter lifetime. When a positive gate voltage has been applied beyond a certain range, TRPL follows a single exponential decay (Figure 4a ). Since the longer lifetime disappears as we dope more electrons to the system, we assign it to the exciton, 25 say τ ex . The shorter lifetime, which we assign to trion (say τ tr ) almost remains constant at ∼0.25 ns at all gate voltages unlike the longer lifetime (i.e., τ ex ) which varies with gate voltage. The τ ex is a short ∼0.5 ns when the monolayer is electrostatically doped with electrons. With the increase in negative gate voltage (hole doping) the lifetime increases to ∼3 ns at V g = −10 V and then saturates. At room temperature, the TRPL decay time is affected by both radiative recombination as well as by nonradiative recombination channels, such as trion formation, defect assisted transition, etc. As we increase V g to positive, the electron density increases, which will increase the probability of negative trion formation. It has been shown that trion formation is a major nonradiative decay channel for excitons. 34 So the τ ex starts decreasing and eventually becomes undetectable with further increase in V g .
In Figure 3b the decay profile of the MoS 2 monolayer has been shown at medium hole doping condition. Here, it has been observed that at all the gate voltages the photoluminescence decay follows the biexponential (eq 2) decay path. Both τ tr at ∼0.25 ns and τ ex at ∼2 ns almost remains constant (Figure 4b ). But with further high hole doping via chemical method, the nature of decay with gate voltages has been changed, as shown in Figure 3c and Figure 4c . In this case, τ tr similar to the other two conditions almost remains constant at ∼0.25 ns at all gate voltages, whereas τ ex varies with gate voltage. With the increase in negative gate voltage (hole doping) τ ex decreases from ∼1.6 ns to ∼0.8 ns at V g = +50 V and then saturates.
To further understand this observation and to correlate with the PL observations, the exciton-to-trion amplitude ratio A exciton /A trion at different gate voltages of the different chemically doped regimes is shown in Figure 3d . In the pristine case, A exciton /A trion monotonically decreases with the increase in gate voltage toward a positive direction from ∼0.025 to 0; the trend is similar to the PL spectral intensity ratio. In the medium-hole-doped case, the ratio is almost constant at ∼0.005. In the high-hole-doped case, the ratio monotonically increases with the increase in gate voltage toward the positive direction from ∼0.01 to 0.03. Now, at room temperature, the PL decay time is regularly not only dominated by pure radiative recombination but also by nonradiative recombination channels. The longer decay time of monolayer MoS 2 is affected by different quantities such as the effective exciton radiative recombination time, 35−39 the nonradiative recombination channels including the exciton− exciton annihilation rate, and trion formation from excitons. 34,40−43 The Fermi level in the system will control this dominant recombination pathway. 19 Considering the above phenomenon we attempt to explain the difference in nature of exciton lifetime for various chemical doping levels. For the pristine monolayer MoS 2 , it is found that when the V g is above +10 V, the probability of exciton to negative trion formation increases because of the increase in electron density. Since trion formation is a major nonradiative decay channel for excitons, the exciton lifetime starts disappearing. When the V g is around 10 V, lifetime is 0.5 ns and with increase in negative gate voltage, the magnitude of τ ex reaches to 3.5 ns Figure 4a . This could take place due to the enhancement of the electrostatic hole doping which reduces the probability of formation of trions from exciton.
For the medium-hole-doped case, the exciton density becomes highly populated which can cause exciton−exciton annihilation (EEA), 42−48 due to strong interaction between excitons in this confined system. It is possible that the EEA mechanism might be responsible for the observed decrease in the lifetime amplitude ratio with increasing exciton density. It is also probable that the observed decrease of the lifetime from the pristine case to the medium-hole-doped case (Figure 4b) is caused by this EEA mechanism.
Further, high-hole-doping will start favoring positive trion formation from excitons. Again the probability of exciton to positive trion formation increases. This positive trion formation will be a major nonradiative channel for excitons. So we observe the decrease in a lifetime of exciton (Figure 4c) , which begins to increase marginally at the highest electron doping, suggesting reduction in decay through nonradiative ACS Applied Nano Materials www.acsanm.org Article channel via exciton to positive trion energy transfer. We also observe the monotonic decrease of the exciton to trion lifetime amplitude ratio with decrease in electron density. The interaction of excitons at different doping regimes is shown in Figure 4d . In the pristine case, when V g is positive, the exciton mostly interacts with electrons. In the medium-holedoped case, electrostatic doping induces a small fraction of charges in the vicinity of the exciton. For the exciton mostly in the high-hole-doped case, when V g starts going toward the positive direction the exciton mostly interacts with the holes.
■ CONCLUSION
In summary using TRPL and PL, and by controlling the carrier density using electrostatic doping, we observe a predominantly exciton regime and trion regime in the pristine case (n e = 1.0 × 10 12 cm −2 ). In the medium-hole-doped case (n e = 7.6 × 10 11 cm −2 ), we observe a predominantly exciton regime with a decrease in exciton lifetime compared to the pristine case, probably by EEA mechanism. For the high-hole-doped case (n e = 2.4 × 10 11 cm −2 ), we observe a predominantly positive trion regime and exciton regime. Although it is possible to demonstrate exciton as well as positive and negative trion interconversion by QY measurements when QY approaches unity, time-resolved and steady state PL measurements provide a more detailed insight into the recombination processes including nonradiative channels such as exciton-to-trion formation and exciton−exciton annihliation as well as individual quasiparticle dynamics. Our results suggest that the nonradiative decay channel for excitons such as exciton− exciton annihilation and exciton-to-trion formation are dominant and can influence exciton lifetime. At present theoretical calculations do not consider these important factors and calculations show that the lifetime of excitons increases with increasing carrier density at all temperatures, which is not consistent with our results. Further, our results suggest that the interplay of various quasiparticles and carrier density can be used to control the dynamics of exciton which can provide a versatile platform for probing the excitonic physics and photonic applications. 
